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KEY TERM 
- GOSPEL

• gospel (euaggelion): 
• In the New Testament the Greek word 

euaggelion, means "good news." It proclaims 
tidings of deliverance. The word sometimes 
stands for the record of the life of our Lord, 
embracing all His teachings. But the word 
"gospel" now has a peculiar use and describes 
primarily the message which Christianity 
announces. "Good news" is its significance.



THE GOSPELS – WHY FOUR GOSPELS?

Since the accounts 
are not identical, 
some critics have 

accused the authors 
of contradicting one 

another.

Since some of the 
information is the 

same, can we wonder 
if they copied each 

other?
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WHY FOUR GOSPELS?

The four writers 
had in mind 

different 
purposes and 

audiences.

They wrote about 
Christ from 

various angles 
and differing 
viewpoints.

The variations 
between the 

accounts support 
one another.





WHAT DO WE KNOW ABOUT MATTHEW?

• He was one of the original disciples of Christ (Matthew 9:9)

• He was a Jew called Levi (Mark 2:14)

• Matthew and Levi are the same person.  Matthew is the Greek name 
and Levi was the Hebrew name.   As a tax collector, Matthew worked 
for Greek-speaking Romans. He gathered taxes from Hebrew-
speaking Jews.



MATTHEW – PURPOSE AND CONTENT

More than any other gospel writer, Matthew shows how Jesus 
fulfilled Old Testament prophesies.  By quoting the Old Testament 
more than the other authors, he tries to link Jesus as the coming 

Messiah.

Matthew addressed his gospel primarily to Jewish 
readers and presented Jesus as the Messiah, the 

King of the Jews.



KEY VERSES 
– OLD 
TESTAMENT 
PROPHECIE
S

• Matthew 1:23 

• “The virgin will conceive and give birth to 
a son, and they will call him 
Immanuel” (which means “God with us”)

• Isaiah 7:14

• Therefore the Lord himself will give you a 
sign: The virgin will conceive and give 
birth to a son and will call him Immanuel.



MATTHEW – DIVISIONS AND OUTLINES

CH. 1:1-4:11
• Announcement and arrival 

of the king
• Birth
• Baptism
• Temptation

CH. 4:12-15:39
• Proclamation of the king
• Sermon on the mount
• Miracles
• Sending of the twelve
• Parables



MATTHEW – DIVISIONS AND OUTLINES

CH. 16:1-27:66
• Spread of opposition and 

rejection of the king
• Preparing disciples
• Transfiguration
• Olivet discourse
• Crucifixion

CH. 28:1-20
• Resurrection and triumph 

of the king
• Resurrection
• Great commission



MATTHEW – 
DIVISIONS 
AND 
OUTLINES

• Within these four sections, many Bible 
scholars see the book of Matthew as 
being constructed around five major 
discourses or series of teachings:
• The sermon on the Mount – chapters 

5-7
• Sending out the twelve – chapter 12
• Kingdom parables – chapter 13
• Kingdom living – chapter 18
• The Olivet discourse – chapters 24-25



FIRST DISCOURSE: SERMON ON THE MOUNT 
CHAPTERS 5-7

Jesus first presents his 
hearers with nine 

beatitudes.  These 
beatitudes instructed 

those who would follow 
him in how to have real 
and lasting happiness.

He continues his sermon 
by speaking of his 

relationship to the Jewish 
law.  He declares his 

loyalty to that law, but then 
expresses how he goes 

beyond the law.



SECOND DISCOURSE: SENDING THE TWELVE 
CHAPTER 10
• Simon Peter

• Andrew

• James son of Zebedee

• John

• Philip

• Bartholomew

• Thomas

• Matthew

• James son of Alphaeus

• Thaddaeus

• Simon the Zealot

• Judas



THE THIRD DISCOURSE: KINGDOM PARABLES 
CHAPTER 13

• Key term – Parable
• A story that drives home a point using illustrations, usually comparing two 

objects for the purpose of teaching.

• Why did Jesus speak in parables? 
• The deeper meanings of Jesus’ parables seemed very obscure to those who 

opposed Jesus or who simply were not attuned to his mission.  However, 
people with “ears to hear” could dig deeper for profound spiritual insight.



KEY VERSES 
– OLD 
TESTAMENT 
PROPHECIE
S IN 
PARABLES

• Matthew 13:35

• So was fulfilled what was spoken through 
the prophet: “I will open my mouth in 
parables,  I will utter things hidden since 
the creation of the world.”

• Psalm 78:2

• I will open my mouth with a parable; I will 
utter hidden things, things from of old.



THE FOURTH DISCOURSE: KINGDOM 
LIVING CHAPTER 18

• Jesus uses this discourse to 
illustrate to the disciples and the 
crowds what must take place 
before a person can enter the 
Kingdom of Heaven.  At this 
point in time there was a serious 
misunderstanding of what God’s 
kingdom was.



THE FIFTH 
DISCOURSE: THE 
OLIVET 
DISCOURSE 
CHAPTERS 24-25

• In this discourse, Jesus has a twofold 
purpose.

• 1). He wishes to awaken in his listeners 
a vivid expectation that he will come 
again in glory.

• 2). He also wants to make it plain that 
the Christian must be ready at any time.



MATTHEW – 
PERSONAL 
APPLICATION

• The spoken words of Jesus 
account for about 60% of the 
book’s content.  Matthew’s gospel 
reminds us that God’s inspired 
word was given not just to 
provide us with information but to 
get into our lives and change us.




